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Reminiscent of Chekhov's stories, The Blood of Strangers is a visceral portrayal of a
physician's encounters with the highly charged world of an emergency room. In this collection
of spare and elegant stories, Dr. Frank Huyler reveals a side of medicine where small
moments—the intricacy of suturing a facial wound, the bath a patient receives from her husband
and daughter—interweave with ...
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
"The Blood of Strangers is a work of art, an utter pleasure to read and reread, and a good
example of how transcendent medical stories can be in the right hands. In a series of short,
linked pieces that span his career from medical student to young emergency room attending,
Huyler recreates the connected worlds of emergency room, operating room ...
Amazon.com: The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency ...
The Blood of Strangers: True Stories from the Emergency Room by Frank Huyler (2002-01-02)
5.0 out of 5 stars 2. Paperback. 2 offers from $27.52. The Shift: One Nurse, Twelve Hours,
Four Patients' Lives Theresa Brown. 4.5 out of 5 stars 654. Paperback. $6.47. The Laws of
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Invisible Things Frank Huyler. 3.4 ...
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
"The Blood of Strangers is a work of art, an utter pleasure to read and reread, and a good
example of how transcendent medical stories can be in the right hands. In a series of short,
linked pieces that span his career from medical student to young emergency room attending,
Huyler recreates the connected worlds of emergency room, operating room ...
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
The Blood of Strangers: True Stories from the Emergency Room by Frank Huyler (2002-01-02)
5.0 out of 5 stars 2. Paperback. $101.41. Mountains Beyond Mountains: The Quest of Dr. Paul
Farmer, a Man Who Would Cure the World (Random House Reader's Circle) Tracy Kidder. 4.6
out of 5 stars 920.
The Blood of Strangers : True Stories from the Emergency ...
The Blood of Strangers : Stories from Emergency Medicine by Frank Huyler Pages can have
notes/highlighting. Spine may show signs of wear. ~ ThriftBooks: Read More, Spend Less
The Blood of Strangers : Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
The Blood of Strangers, by Frank Huyler, contains several stories based on Huyler's personal
experiences in the ER. Some of these accounts are unbelievably gory, while others are
melancholy, tragic, or downright scary. Whatever the story, Huyler describes all of them with
such vivid detail and accuracy that it just draws the reader in.
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine by ...
This is a wonderful debut by a gifted writer and doctor."--Abraham Verghese, author of The
Tennis Partner and My Own Country "Huyler's perfectly titled collection of ultra-brief stories,
The Blood of Strangers, has the force of literature because he does not ignore either
medicine's rewards or its price.
BLOOD OF STRANGERS: STORIES FROM EMERGENCY MEDICINE By ...
The Blood of Strangers. Book Description: Reminiscent of Chekhov's stories, The Blood of
Strangers is a visceral portrayal of a physician's encounters with the highly charged world of an
emergency room. In this collection of spare and elegant stories, Dr. Frank Huyler reveals a
side of medicine where small moments-the intricacy of suturing a facial wound, the bath a
patient receives from her husband and daughter-interweave with the lives and deaths of the
desperately sick and injured.
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine on ...
The chief priest of the land is supposed to be sleeping in the cave every night to atone for the
sins of the people, but, Soko stays there in the day and spends his night in a nice hut inside
the forest. Only Kindo and Maligu know this. Maligu informs Soko that a white man is coming
to Mando land.
Blood of a Stranger – SUMMARY OF THE STORY – Litionary
The Blood of Strangers is a realistic insight into the mind and experience of a doctor. The book
is a strange journey for the uninitiated, and a lesson in the utter fragility of human life something we should never take for granted. This book is highly recommended. 3 people
found this helpful
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Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Blood of Strangers ...
The Blood of Strangers is a truly important work of medical literature. Again and again Huyler's
narrative both chimes with my own experience of medicine and suggests different ways of
considering the struggle between impassive doctor/technician and the human within.
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
The Blood of Strangers: True Stores from the Emergency Room. The Blood of Strangers: True
Stories from the Emergency Room by Frank Huyler. Fourth Estate, £10, pp 188. ISBN 1 84115
445 8. Rating: ★★★. Frank Huyler is an emergency room physician in “it's all a bit quirky”
Alberquerque, New Mexico. He describes the characters of a vast spectrum of patients and
doctors: a surgeon who unexpectedly commits suicide; a neurosurgeon who speaks in
tongues; a man who was chased across the ...
Book: The Blood of Strangers: True Stores from the ...
Overview. Reminiscent of Chekhov's stories, The Blood of Strangers is a visceral portrayal of a
physician's encounters with the highly charged world of an emergency room. In this collection
of spare and elegant stories, Dr. Frank Huyler reveals a side of medicine where small
moments—the intricacy of suturing a facial wound, the bath a patient receives from her husband
and daughter—interweave with the lives and deaths of the desperately sick and injured.
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
Reminiscent of Chekhov's stories, The Blood of Strangers is a visceral portrayal of a
physician's encounters with the highly charged world of an emergency room. In this collection
of spare and...
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
The stories are each unique, but read as a whole you get the feel of the grim repetition of the
job - too many gunshot wounds, patients who become regulars, death, recovery,
incompetence, near misses - which blurs each individual into a whirl of humanity passing
through the hospital doors and perhaps out again.
The Blood of Strangers: True Stories from the Emergency ...
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine. The Blood of Strangers. : Frank
Huyler. Macmillan, 2004 - Health & Fitness - 176 pages. 4 Reviews. Hailed by The Boston
Globe as "a compact, faceted gem that shines with intelligence," this stunning collection offers
a startling and moving look at people whose lives are on the line and the men and women who
try to keep them from crossing it.
The Blood of Strangers: Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
At times surreal, at times lyrical, at times brutal and terrifying, The Blood of Strangers is a
literary work that emerges from one of the most dramatic specialties of modern medicine.
The Blood of Strangers : Stories from Emergency Medicine ...
Stream The 100 free on The CW. How Well Do You Know The 100 (Ep.701) Original Air Date:
8.21.19
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